Where we are going…

We are constantly building our collection of stories from students, faculty, and alumni. This summer and fall we are:

- Collecting new stories from alumni and the Class of 2015
- Starting an Alumni Speaker Series on campus, where alumni can share their stories of setbacks, failures, and successes. Let us know if you’d like to get involved!

Make sure to check perspective.princeton.edu for more updates.

The Princeton Perspective Project
Alumni Open House

Friday, May 29th 2015
7:00-8:30pm
Class of 1915 Room,
Butler College
Our Mission Statement:

The Princeton Perspective Project (PPP) is an initiative that collects stories from diverse students, staff and alumni through our website perspective.princeton.edu. These stories aim to empower Princeton students to:

- alleviate the burden of unrealistic expectations;
- constructively navigate setbacks, disappointment, doubt, and loneliness;
- actively seek and embrace the risk of failure that accompanies meaningful challenges;
- build resilience and develop adaptive coping responses to stress;
- mitigate concerns and anxieties inherent in the academic, social, and personal lives of today’s college students

Our Impact:

Since our launch this fall, each video on our site has been viewed over 4,550 times!

Our Impact:

Share Your Story:

Each submission to perspective.princeton.edu challenges the myth of effortless perfection and inspires students to recognize that they are not alone in facing struggles.

Your submission will help current students:

- Feel like they belong in the Princeton community
- Gain a sense of perspective on failure and success
- Learn to practice resilience when faced with challenges

We welcome videos, written pieces and creative artwork, so contact perspective@princeton.edu to learn more!

--

Alumna Testimonial:

"As an alumna, a former PU administrator, an advisor and therapist working privately with students across the country, and as a parent, I support the Princeton Perspective Project. We are so fortunate to have a community that can not only celebrate our accomplishments and wins, but also be supportive and honest about the ways we can respond to the losses and challenges that are inevitable for the best of us. A project that acknowledges our humanity has the potential to help students navigate Princeton in healthy ways now, and be better prepared for the future."

--Jess Deutsch '91

Visit perspective.princeton.edu to learn more!